EFFECTIVE WAYS OF STUDYING BEFORE EXAMS

Drone photography! Drones are quite a new technology with a wide range of possibilities to catch unique perspectives. They allow you to see from angles we don’t see in our everyday lives. To enhance these beautiful photos aim for symmetry, dividing lines, unique patterns or contrasting colors. The bird’s eye view always makes these photos stunning and that much more special!

Furry Friends! How adorable is it when your pet is coming to you? They are such candid and natural models - what’s left for you is just wait and be ready with your phone or camera to catch these moments. You can use the natural lighting and aim to capture eye contact. You can use this opportunity to test out your macro photography skills!

Color: Green. There are plenty of green things around us. To optimise the cooler pop, the composition must have good depth of field on the photo - this will add a sense of dimension. You can make the object the main focus by making sure it’s front and centre of photo, and having minimal distractions in the background.

Let’s get abstract! The best time for experimental photography lovers. In this mission you’re not bound by the standard photography results, and you’ll see the amazing effects of it in the final product. Loosen up your mind, search and expose lines, shapes, colors, textures, shadows, and highlights all around you, things that may seem obscure to photograph at first. Use this opportunity to play with light, composition, and emotion.

But First, Coffee! No matter which photography technique you decide to apply for your coffee photoshoot, keep in mind that maintaining a color scheme will help make your photos more aesthetic and pleasing to the eye. Background is key here, avoid having clutter or things that may be distracting.

THE FOAPLY TIPS FOR MISSIONS

MORE TIPS: WWW.COMMUNITY.FOAP.COM